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EWS

ONNECTICUT

5c per
New London,

The Privations of
Sevastapol To Be
Shown on Campus
A Russian film of the Siege of
sevastoPOI, with
English
captions. will be given on Friday, October 26. at 7 :30 in the Palmer
auditorium. The showing time is

80 minutes.

Students Reminded 0/
Spring Vacation Date
For those who have not
seen the announcement
on
the bulletin boards, students
. are reminded that the announcement of spring vacation as it appeared in the college calendar was an error.
Spring vacation will begin at
11 a.m. Thursday, March 28,
and wiii end at ~O p.m. April
2..

CODnecti~ut,

Wednesda)',

October

copy

24, 1945

First Concert of Season Will
•
Be Given by Natha~ Milstein
Eminent Violinist
Scheduled To Play
On Oct. 31 at 8:30

A concert by the eminent vioUnist, Nathan Milstein, to be held
in Palmer auditorium
on Wednesday evening, October 31 at 8 :·30,
will be the opening in this year's
season of Connecticut college concerts.
Mr. Milstein is Russian by birth
and American by adoption. He
first studied in his native city of
Odessa and later in Petro grad, He
was nineteen when he made his'
first concert tour of Russia-a
joint recital tour with a close
friend, who was to become one of
the great pianists of his generation, Vladimir Horowitz.
In 1925, Milstein left Russia,
taking nothing with him. He arrived in Paris and after a short
time was offered a debut concert,
which caused such a sensation
that he had no difficulty procuring other engagements
throughout Europe.
Toured Widely
Mr. Milstein has played wIdely
in Egypt
and Palestine,
has
toured Mexico twice and since his
arrival in the United States has
appeared annually in almost every .city in the country, playing
with all the leading symphony
orchestras
as well as in concert
recitals. Mr. Milstein was introduced in America by Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia
orNATHAN ilfiLSTEIN
chestra.
Mr. Milstein has made many
appearances
at army camps and
has been active in helping to coordinate his fellow artists for the
:;'::l~~rama
purpose of aiding the various war
bond drives.
There is nothing melodramatic
Ranking high among his hobabout this heroism-it
stems
bies is painting in water colors.
from a deep hatred of the enemy
Mr. Milstein also likes to play
and
what
he soil
represents,
love of
native
and fromfrom
un- by Roberta Seehom '48
Frank, and Mrs, Ralph Grosjean)
A College Democracy in Action ping pong, and his proudest boast
derstanding of one's duties.
"I'd like you to meet my room- and two sophomores
(Mrs. Don is the title of the first program of is that he once beat Heifetz, who
f The fortress
of Sevastopol, mate, Mrs. _," says a sweet spin- Yarrow and Mrs. Neii Seehorn}.
a new series to be presented by is supposed to be the champion
aunded m 1784, as a stronghold
sterish voice and suddenly all
And for you seething single Connecticut
college students
on of the sport among musicians.
Another of his interests is politiand. base for the Black Sea Fleet eyes come to rest on you the gals, this is the true to life story WNLC
cal and philosophical
literature,
agfaJ.!lst thh~ Turks, through
its Mrs "Well my dear you ce~tain. of how the C.C, Mrs. meets her begl'nnl'ngThOUrcStdoabYSe
ra~53.:450i~~
and he spends hours deep in the
onous
tstory months
underwentat thea ly don
',' t look .1t,
." pipes
'.
seige
of eleven
another b e tt er h a 11 ( pure figure a f speec h , echools and colleges of New Lon- biographies
of famous
men in
See "Russian M . "_p
_ treble, Charming,
harmless ere- you understand).
don, Norwich, and Groton will ap- history. He is a collector of books
O¥Ie
age a ature! Little does she know she's
Marty Greene met "Pop" (Don pear weekly. The script for the and precious olp violin bows.
_---'_______
only adding to your already well- Ullery) in the spring of her fresh· first program
was written
by
Recordings
AccLaimed
devloped "child-bride" complex.
man year. Marty was waltzing Constance Tashof '48 and Patricia
Mr. Milstein's latest recordings,
around the academy gym when Sl
8
tii
d
Semper Paratus
"Pop" picked her out with full
oan '4 , and will be"......:recte by Brahm's Hungarian Dance No.2,
Rimsky-Korsakoff's
Flight of the
The staggered freshman gazes "That's the girl for me" inten- them.
Humoron your beautiful
blue-white
tions. So Mart became Mrs. UlPlaying in the production will Bumble Bee, Dvorak's
Violin
Many repairs and new supplies stones and says, "And to think he Iery in Bristol, Connecticut, last be: Sara Best '46, Jean Black :48, esque, and Tschaikowskys
Concerto in D major, have rewi~l be purchased for the college is a Coast Guard too." Ever loyal June, honeymooned in Minnesota, Mary Enyart '48, Joan Eggerss
~eived wide acclaim ;rom the crit·
this year because its income has to Semper Paratus you wince and and now Don is in the Marshalls, '46, Margaret
Healy '46, Mary
ICS.
be~n ~ncreased. A large factor in smile. Then she takes a quick possibly to return in February.
Eastburn
'46, Janice Leiberman
Having lived in America since
thIS IS the increase
in student look at the man in navy blue on
'48, and Joyce ~ogers
'48, all 1929, Mr. Milstein
became
an
fees of $150. Now that supplies your dresser and says-"Oh!
is Betty and Tom
members of the speech classes. American
citizen in 1942. His
and eqUipment for teaching and that it?'"
Betty Tait met hubby, Tom Mc- Janet Scott '48 will play the pi· home is a 150 year old colonial
dormitories are available,
these
If you are married it is impol" Farland, sophomore year when he ano; Vera Jezek 1.47will be at the farmhouse in Vermont.
can be purchased
with the in. tant to remember certain basic was an instructor
at good old controls;, and ~larjorie Reichgott
cre?-sed allocations
.. Repairs
"Don'ts." The gentle' "little worn. C.G.A. Tom is now a civilian firSt '49 will act as studio manager.
WhICh were postponed' because 'of an" of the dorm does not slide class with a job in New York city.
Modern Painting
will be tlismaterial shortages
and lack of down bannisters
and does not Every weekend Betty tears down cussed by the ;i\rt department,
Young Hopefuls Invited
money can also be begun.
pick up stray bugs and animals to New York. The C.C. grind will headed by Robert F. Log'an, on To Tr
0 t f W'
d
Some work was done during to amuse her friends.
end for her in February:
and Sundays at 2:15 p.m. beginning
Y u or
Ig an
the summer. 'l/he ceiling repair in
.
•
there will be a r~union of the Mc· October 28. The paintings will be Candle Thursday Night
Knowlton salon necessitated new "Vise Words?
Farlands for good.
exhibited in a State street store
.
Piumbing eqUipment so the leak
Neither does she say to her
Prisciiia Wilkins met Gil Magee window a few days before and fir;:;I~I~d 09arh~e.~a1'~~~8
~
WhICh stained the ceiling would roommate, who is displaying a on a blind date at a Coast Guard after each broadcast.
those interested are invited to try
~ot recur. The exterior of many new strapless job for the C, G. formal. Gii, ciass of '46, is now in
The program of October 28 wiil out for it at the try·outs which
wUildmgs had necessary
repairs brawl, "NoW when I was young." Newfoundland.
discuss Third Class Coach by wiii be held at 7:00 o'ciock this
hich are not noticeable.
The Even the most patient roomie
Miriam Steinberg
Edlin met Paul Daumier; The Card Piayers Thursday night on the stage of
ursery school received a fire es. will then iook askance at the dod- her husband when she was work- by Paul Cezanne wiii be the sub- Palmer auditorium.
n
cape.
dering granny who shares her ing for the Auerbach maj~r in ject November
4; Vincent Van
Th~.piay w~ch has been ch?sAcademic departments
have re- boudoir.
see "Married"-Page
6 Gogh's Fiowers in a Copper Vase ~n
g~~~~~e~r. ~v';;'~ :;:.~~:
~eI~ed i~creased
appropriations
But then we have constant
WIll be ~lscussed November .11; e1ited are requested
to read the
~r supphes and equipment. This troubie with Roomie (that unro. and Boatmg Party on the RIVer piay which is on reserve before
ed
for example the physical mantic creature) who greets you
SAVE
by August
Renoir will be ex- Thu~sday. There are five\~omen's
eans
ucation department can now re- at the dorm in September and an·
plained
on November
18. The p~rts to be filled.
~~ve new equipment, There has nounces firmly, "There will be no
NOVEMBER 24
White Horse by Paul Gauguin,
As yet, the men have not been
of 0thbeen an increase in certain negligees in this room!"
Sunday Afternoon on the Grande chosen, but they will probably
e fac.ulty salaries.
The married women's clan at
B.
A
Jatte by Georges Seurat, Aspho- come from the Sub Base or' the
andncreased
f
.
. local
The U.S.O.
piay IS
on the
allocations
for fuel C.C. inciudes seven seniors (Mrs,
Ig
ans
re
dels by Henrib Matisse ' and
Worn,
, to be given
.
I
the ood were also nece.sary
in Don Ullery, Mrs. Joe Edlin, Mrs.
oppln.
an mvvnIte
y Pablo Picasso wiii first weekend of December, and a
r' bUdget because
of rising Guy Best, Mrs. Tom McFarland,
be dIscussed on November
25, dance is being planned for the
ICes.
~
Mrs, Gilbert Magee, Mrs. Armen
and December 2, 9, and 16.
same weekend.
P

The Last Hill is a new Soviet
picture based on Boris Voyeteknov's book, "The Last Days of Sevastopol," which was translated
by Ralph Parker,. corresp0Q.dent
of the N. Y. Times, who cabled it
to New York. This is the first
time in history that a manuscript
has been delivered to a publisher
The speaker at the 7 p.m. vesin this manner.
per service Sunday, October 28,
will be the Rev. Alexander Stacey,
Fine Book
pastor of the Methodist Church
One of the finest boaks to come of Craryville, N. Y.
out of the war, the epic of Sevas
Dr. Stacey was born in Russia,
topol was widely read in tjrts amassed a fortune which evapocountry. Some critics justly com- rated in the revolution of 1917,
pared it to the "Red Badge of and, in the crisis that followed,
Courage" for the author shows became converted to Christianity
brilliant imagination and remark- and decided to become a minister.
He is a graduate of the Impeable sensitivity.
rial University of Moscow, the
The heroism of that nine-month 1\1oscow Institute of Archaeology,
seige is recorded with beautiful tfie American International
colsimplicity and directness.
The lege and the Hartford Theological
last stand fight of the Marines, seminary, where he has also done
the infantry,
and the air-force,
graduate work.
and the men of, the Black Sea postHe is holder of the degrees
fleet, the postmen who continued Ll.B., B.D., Ph.D., Master of Huto deliver the mail, the type-set- manities, and Master of Sacred
ters who made up the Sevastopol
newspapers by candle-light in un- Theology.
His talk on Sunday will be
derground caves, the women who
autobiographical
(by refought beside their husbands with largely
and will be entitled From
heavy grenades
hanging
from quest),
Moscow tp Mark. He will remain
their waists, and those who at- after the service for a discussion
tended the wounded, helped evac- period in Harkness chapel reltguate the aged and the sick, all
lived a life of steadfastness
and ious Iibrary.
devotion that gave insplratioa to
the defenders
until their dying

Rev. Stacey of N.Y.
Will Speak Oct. 28
At Vesper ~ervice

Vagaries Of Married Life at
CC RId
e ate by 0 ne Wh0 K nows

Raimer Radio Will
Present Two More
Broadcast Series

I

Addedlncome Buys
College Equipment

1t

P

/

PI

., ,

, .,~.

Page
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CONNECTICUT

Established

CoI1e6iale DitSest
or

Member

,

Dear Editor:

the New England

IntercollegIate Newspaper Association

Member

Intercollegiate Press
Natiooa1 Advertilini Senice, Inc.
P.iINII.,., R#IIr.,ftII __ •

C.R.,.

.a9
"I~

WADI.ON
•••

Ava.

"'1'.' .

Naw

L••

A••• ~..

YORI("

- .".

,

Y.

u_

In reply to an inquiry in the Free Speech column of the October 3 issue of the News, the Instruction committee wishes to inform the Class of
1946 that the Comprehensive Examinations will be
given as announced in the current catalogue, with
no changes in the present procedures or require.
ments .
•
Margaret W. Kelly,
Secretary of Instruction Committee

STAFF

EDITORIAL

~ Edltor in_Chief

CALENDAR

4

Bryna Samuels '46
Associate

EdItor

Managing

Jane Rutter '46
Betty ReHtel '46
News Editor
, Nanna Orcas '46
.

Editor

Sally Radovsky '47

Editors

Senior

Editor

Mary Batt '47

Editors

October 25
Choir Rehearsal
,
Wig and Candle Tryouts

I

Janet McDonough '46 Thursday,
Feature

Department

•

Through an oversfght, this letter did not appear in last week's News as planned. The editors
wish to apologize to the instruction committee.

Di$t.ribu lor of

Charter

, 945

The Editors ot the "News" do not hold themselves responsible for the opinions expressed In
this column. In order to insure the valldity or
this column as an organ tor the expressrcn ot
honest opinions, the. editor must know the names
ot contributors.

M'mb<r

I=IUQcioted CoOe6iale Press

October '24 1

FREE SPEECH

1916

Published by the students o! Connecticut College
every Wednesday throughout the college year trom September to June, except during mid-years and vacations.
Entered as second-class matter August 5 1919 at
the Post Omce at New London Connecticut under 'the
act ot March 3, 1879.
•
•

Wednesday,

NEWS

CONNECTICUT-UPS

Nrns

CONNECTICUTeColLEGE

COLLEGE

Friday,

4 :20, Chapel
_.._.. 7 :00, Auditorium

October 26
Movie, Siege of Sevastopol .
..............................................
7:30, Auditorium

k~~scto~!~~~~
:~~ Russian

~;~rfsd~~~or·ter-:::=-_-::::~..:~:~:==:~~:=:~=====~::=:::~·
Reporters

Mary, Carpenter '46, Mary E. Van Nostrand '47, Barbara
Fry 46), Gloria Reade '48, Helene Sulzer '48 Marjorie
WeU .'4b1 Roberta Seahorn '48 Jean Hemmer(y '47 Iris
Herbltz 48, Gloria Alprin '46, Norah Middleton '46, ElIzabct~ McKey '47, EIJzabeth Bogert '47, Rhoda Meltzer '49
Claire Willard '49, June W1ll1ams '47 Betty Leslie '49'
Norma JOhnso~ '~9, Grac~ Lut-ton '49, 'Ma,rjorie Buck '49;
Edtth Manasevtt 4~.,1Jamce Braley '49 Carol Jaffa '49
Mary Meagher '49, Naomt Gaberman '49: Jan Coakley '49'
Fdargaret Farnsworth '49, Nan Bowden '49, Rita Hirsch
48, Roberta McKey '48, Barbara Giraud '47.
Proof

Readers

~usanna~ JOhnson, '47, Virginia Pollard '46/ Lois Marshall
46, Darns Lovett 46, Betty Barry '47, Jamce Damery '47
Marna Seaman '47, Sally Carpenter '48.
'
Art Staff
Jean Abernathy '47, Nancy Faulkner '46 SaIl D fll Id
'46, Joan Somerby '47, Jean Stannard '47. '
Y u e

Sunday, October 28
Coast Guard Services
9:00, 10:00, Chapel
vespers, Reverend Alexander Stacey, Methodist Church, Craryville, N. Y, .
.....................
,........
7 :00, Chapel
Monday, October 29
Modern Dance Group ._. .
_
~.
7 :00-9 :00, Knowlton Salon
Choir Rehearsal .
6 :45-8 :00, Bill 106
........................

L.

c, C"..

o. M. I.

•

(Office of More
Informalion)
by Susan Hannoch

'47

WHAT DO
YOU THINK?
by Janet McDonough '46
and Betty Reiffel '46

Palmer Radio Program
WNLC

STAFF

Food for Peace
\Vhat do' you require in a
roommate?
. Freedom
from hunger must
have first priority. Europe is hunChoddie
Somach
'47: Someone
Bualness Staff
gry; starvation is in the offing.
1490 On Your Dial
who sleeps fate and goes to bed
Sue stunner '47)., Lorraine Lincoln '46 Vera Jezek '47
Lend-lease
kept
the
continent
at
Lucy Keating J4~, Kitty Wile '47 Jean' Carter '49 MarY
late, and not particularly tidy.
Benton '49, Selma Weiner '49, Ann Shellabarger '49 Conits present substandard level; it
me Butler '49, Norma Gabianelli '49, Zelda Stolitzky '47.
, Someone who has a lot of beauhas abruptly ceased, UNRRA has
tiful . clothes in my size, and
Advertisinp; l\-!nuagers
Wednesday, October 24, 7 :30 p.m.
received only half of America's
Mary E. cocder '46
Frances Wagner '46
who isn't too attractive. ~ome·
contribution,
and
this
is
now
exArthur W. Quimby of the department of muone who's intelligent-I
can't
Atl\"ertisin~
Staff
hausted. Congress plays politics
sic,
opening
the
season
with
an
organ
recital
from
M.arie H~ckey '47, Joan Weissman '46, Janice Warren '47,
stand stupidity-and
who does
Gtnny GIesen '48, Jennifer Judge '49 Francis O'Neil '49 !Iarkn~ss chapel, will play the Fantasy and Fugue while the famished wait.
not ask questions about studies.
Laura Allen '49, Nancy Yeagher '47, Barbara Otis '47' In G Minor by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Why let this prick' our I conMarna Searqan '47, Betty Barry '47.
'
A fairJy even disposition and
science? Has it anything to do
Thursday, October 25, 3:45 p.m.
Circulation
l\-Ianager
who likes to .eat at all hours
with
us?
Suzanne Levin '46
and doesn't mind food in the
The first of the series of programs entitled
Europe will receive less fo,pd
Circulation
Staff
room .
Your Schools Present will be given by a group of after liberation than at the height
.roan Weissman '46, Betty Finn '46 Margaret Camp '47 Connecticut college speech students, under the diNancy Noyes '47, Hel'en Vinai '47 'vera Jezek '47 Mar~
of Nazi domination. Democracy is Ricky Resnick and Ina Dube '49:
~ot Gra~e '47, Jf}cquellne Everts "47 Patricia Hemphill rection of Professor Josephine Hunter Ray.
a poor substitute for bread. Mal.
She has to be a steadying influ48, Glor~a ~mIth 48, Sa)lie Ward '48, Eleanor Roberts '48
Rlta Wetgl 48, Joan Remhart '48 Nancy Mithael '48 Bar' Sunday, October 28, 2:15 p.m.
nourished, crooked bodies breed
ence,
stimuI~ting
and intelli·
,~a7raFriedman ~48,Jane Sapinsl~Y '47, Patriccia Robinso;;
gent enough to make comprom, Dorothy DIsmukes '47 Edith Lech~er '47 Dorothy
A discussion on. Modern French Painting by crook~d minds. The lnost minute
Inglis '48" Jane Gardn.er '48, Jean Gregory '48, Mary Lou members of the department
ises. It would be nice if she's
of art of Connecticut planmng of San Francisco is fuCol~man ,48, Ca,rol Wt!son '49, Ruth Katz '49, Mary Lou
tile without food.
. neat. One .with a mother who
Bramard 49, Mmette Goldsmith '49 Georgia Gerwig '49 college will inaugurate' a new series of programs.
Charlotte McCorkindale '49.'
,
France, Poland, Belgium-and
sends her food and who has
WDRC, Hartford, Connecticut
on down the list-held the tide of
lots of connections!
onr:ushing mechanized
might
Saturday, October 27, 10:00 p.m.
while we prepared. They sabo. Phoebe Blank and Julie Cooper
Peace-Time Bond Drive
The second in the series of programs entitled
'47: Sqmeone who goes to bed
ta~ed, .secr:ted our fliers, sup. The Victory Loan Drive, which will begin this Let's Look At the Facts will consist of a discus- p.he~ Vital mformation
and gets up at the same time as
and
aid,
FrIday and extend through December 8 will be sion by Professors Hartley Cross and Leslie Beebe nsking all while we waited. Their
you do and who has the same
the first to be sponsored in peace time and the last entitled "Who Pays the Bills for Labor Disputes?"
interests.
And someone who
courage saved American boys. By
of our organized drives. Eleven billions of dollars
has matches!
A gal who isn't
way of compensation we balancE'
has b~e1? set as the over·all national quota, with
always yelling, "QUiET!" down
fin~nces against lives, while star.
four billIons sought of individuals and two billions
the hall. Someone
with the
vatIOn looms.
sought of prdspective HE" bond holders.
same friends and a girl w~o
Food for, the hungry is small
.
To many Americans this will seem an exorbi- com~unity,
an interesting community, and it is
likes lively discussions and IS
tant goal for the citizens of a nation which is no the Job of the college students to prove that she r~payment for our returned solinterested in the same courses.
diers,
Food
to
Europe
now
is
still
l0.r:ger .facin~ the emergencies of war. To them is worthy of being a citizen of that community.
a part of the war effort and per- Jean Abern~t4Y '47: The happY·
thiS dnve will be considered an unnecessary remConnecticut is a young college, comparatively
go·lucky, stay up all nIght land
nant of the past four hectic years, and they will speaking. To those who have lived in New London haps the most importan t part of
undoubtedly greet the advent of this new cam. it is an upstart <;1dolescentwhich is just beginning the peace. W~ promised; we must
of a gal.
pa.ign with a sarcastic, "Another one of those to gain poise and recognition. We must prove that per~on:n. It IS our responsibility Pottie Cra'mer and' Anne Schu,
give
thmgs t.o make me spend money for nothing," and we are worthy of being r~cognized, and we must to InSiSt. that Congress
man '49: We think a roonunate
~NRRA its appropriation
immea conscIOUS unconcern.
go more than half way to do it! •
with a sense
humor is a...
diately.
•
.
This conscious unconcern, if acclaimed widely,
We are proud of our reputation as a friendly
good basic start.
Both of the
.
M?re
tlian
100
million
people
is a thorough refutation of our desire for peace college. How far does this reputation extend? Are
gals have to like the same
In
.lIberated
Europe
will
starve
a~d ?ecurity. Just as· we shared the burden of we friendly only to our classmates and to each inthings. One shouldn't be much
wmmng a global conflict, so must we share the c.oming freshman class? If the college roots are while AmeQca's consumption will
neater than the other, in oth~I
in its histo
burden of attaining the four freedoms for which to go deep, and the college influence to branch out be. the greatest
words, both of them shoul~' be
ThIS
fact
is
politic.9.I
dynam~
we have fought. Freedom from want, in particu- .in a manner of which we may be proud, it must
good and sloppy! And they
lar, can be achieved only by the expenditure
of be more than this. We will never be accepted until and a h~ma~ crime. Our aid is
have to be generous with thei
money made available for this purpose, and the we are understood, never understood until we ar€: not chanty; it is justice.
food. We get along beca.use we
As the power of the atom won
purchase of victory bonds will go a lorig way to known, and never known unless we go out of our
are always laughing. And then
achieve this end.
way to be friendly to tlre inhabitants of the city th~ war, the supply of fOod can
again H'·s nice if one of them
WTlte the peace. W-rite your Con.
Last year, students in college bought 34 mil. which is our home.
•
has a' vic with a radio. It helps
if you believe thi
lion d?llars worth of war bonds. This year it is
Frien~lin~ss starts with being polite; polite on gressman
if they know at least a little
s
essentIal that they' buy equally as much. It is not buses, polIte m stores, and polite on the streets. peace is worthwhile.
about each other and come
only their duty but also their honor to make a real College students are not foreigners in New Lon·
from ~the same state before
start in building future security.
don; for the four college years they are residents
they begin to be roommates.
of New London. It IS our home town for the time
War Bonds should mean
Hours don't bother us beca~~~
When in Rome . • .
we are here, and we should treat it as such, It's
something more to you than
one of us can go to sleep Wi
Stone walls do not a prison make nor a hill up to us- to be accepted and valued as members of
just Ita good sound Investthe light on and the other
an ivory tower. Connecticut college i~
the comm~nity or ignored as a unit apart. What
~ent." Figure it out yourseU.
no trouble
sleeping
stratg
part of a are we gomg to do about it? J.R.M.
through the alarm.
BUSINESS

Business l\lanager
Mtrfam Imber '46

I

01

JUs;

fing~

,
Wednesday,

October

24, 1945

CONNECTICUT

COLLEGE

Versatile Pooh Jensen Acts as Mrs. C. Woodhouse
Ser~ice Leogue Social Head Tells of Trip To
War-Torn Nations
'48

•

by Connie Tashof
.
Brown hair. sparkling eyes, and
loads of pep answers to the name
of pooh Bear around these parts.
That's Joan Jensen, the new social chairman of Service league.
Pooh is an art and philosophy majar, but she has fill interest in
just about every;thmg.
By nature Pooh claims 1:0 be

Bohemian. However, her roommate, Jane Cope, is fast tur~~g
her into an uitramoderntst.
VISIt·

ors please note the matching
green

and

white

striped

bed-

spreads and the white curtains in
their boudoir. Also those chic
looking
r-ugs-c-one
white,
one
green. Pooh's even been induced.
to sacrifice comfort, that is, an
oh so soft feather mattress
and
convenient bedside laundry. rack
for appearance's sake. And those
antique portraits
of Dartmouth,
class of 1898, had to go to make
room for more sophisticated
furnishings, This changing worldantiques and comfort give way to
modern modes! Pooh may have
the good old-fashioned taste, but
Copie triumphs
with her sense
of balance, Public opinion once
more downed Pooh's unconventionality in the case of the racoon
coat: Pooh bought the coat for
fifty cents at an auction in Vermont, a very fine bargain and all
that, but she couldn't walk in it
very well since it came right to
her heels, and what's more had a
distinctly racodny smell. (Why of
course you know what a racoon
smells like).
Pooh is one of the most versatile gals in her class. Freshman
year she was vice-president
of
her house and head of competitive plays. She headed Lost and
Found her sophomore year, was

JOAN JENSEN

'47

-------------1
house president, and was elected
vice-president of Service League,
and. head of the now-dissolved
War Services.
Pooh's favorite
pastime
is
sleeping. Perhaps it's because she
didn't get too much this summer
when she had four eight-year-old
charges at Camp Ponemah. Right
in line with this love for ease
were her parting words to your
reporter: "When my ship comes
in and I'm able to leave a fortune
to Connecticut college, I'll leave
an elevator to Harkness-placard
to read 'Jensen Elevator Room
Memorial
to a Year of Step
Climbing'."
"

World Gover~ent
Urgently Needed,
Dr. Dilley Claims
.
The people of the United States

College Gives Aid
Raised by Benefit
".,
s o F rene h' Sc h00I

now face the greatest opportunity
and responsibility
that any peopIe have faced in the history of
the world, Dr, Marjorie
Dilley
emphasized in her speech yesterday, on the world-government
proposals of the Dublin confer.
ence.

.by Nonna Johnson '49
We, here in America, untouched
by)he ravages of war, sometimes
forget what misery and destruction has been wrought upon the
peoples of other countries.
The
children of our country are safe
and well; they know nothing of
the sounds of guns and bombs, or
the sight of death. The children
of Europe
do. Many of them
can't even remember when their
own city or village was whole and
unuttered
with the debris of
war's battles.
But the people in America who
hadn't forgotten the unhappiness
of the European countries formed
organizations
to help alleviate
some of the distress caused by
the war and its results. The organization Connecticut
college
formed was called the War Services committee. This committee
sent money to China, Russia,
England, Yugoslavia, and many
other countries for the relief of
the suffering. One of the most important projects of the organization was sending money to a
school in Guiderkirch, France.
School Described
,
It is almost Impossible to ImagIne the condition of the school
and the surrounding
territory.
There was no roof on the building; the right side was completely destroyed.
Only one room
could be used as a class roo'm, and
it was a tiny cubicle on the first
floor. There
were four un~xploded gunshells unqer the bUIlding and several mrnes on the
school grounds.
Four rows of
desks and a board on a table,
which was used as a .blackboard,
completed the equipment of the
classroom. 'The windoWS that still
p.ad frames had no panes. The
surrounding
country was devastated. \
People Courageous
Entire villages had been razed
as well as looted by the Germans.
All the cattle, clothing, f.urniture,
draft animals, and cookmg utensils had been taken. To search
through the ruins of A !own f~r
any belongings was to rIsk one s
life because the Gennans had at·
tached mines to everything t~ey
hadn't taken. Yet the population
of this territory in France was
determined
and courageous.
In
See "School"-Page 4

This opportunity
and responsibllity; Dr. Dilley said, are due to
the emergence of the atomic age
and to the fact that our nation is
best equipped
to develop that
power for the good of all mankind. Instead of looking forward
t.o the great possibilities of atom.
ICpower, we seem to be afraid of
it, and we. are thus, Dr. Dilley
a~ded, engendering in other countries a fear of the United States.
ScientiSts Protest
Protests
against
this
policy
have come, from the scientists
h
w 0 developed atomic energy, as
well as from social scientists. The
scientists, Dr. Dilley explained,
h?~d that because of the imposslbilio/ of building
up defense
against atomic bombs world control is the only safeguard against
annihilation,
The Dublin conference
is Imp0r:-ant, Dr. Dilley said, because
It.IS the beginning of a nationWIde awakening
to the importance of world government.
'The
C?nference report proposes that
~Ulc.ethe United Nations OrganlZatlOn is important
to control a
p ..
OSItive development
of atomic
energy for the world and inade~~te t? prevent a war of annihion, It must be either replaced
~~ extensively augmented. Either
t~ese methods, Dr. Dilley emhdaSIZed,would result in a world
e eration, the only type of government which could effectively
Control individuals of the world
~ned~et not interfere with the doShe affairs
of the member
Sates.
t
Dr Dill
diff .
ey then explained the
~rences between a world or:~lUzation, Which the UNO is,'
w d a world federation
which
wOUld be similar to the' frame·
mork of our government. The forer has only the negative power
See "Dilley"-Page 4
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In our hands lies the future of
Europe's
millions,
said
Mrs.
Chase Going Woodhouse, Connecticut Congresswoman and former
Connecticut college professor, in
her lecture in Palmer auditorium
October 22. Every bit as important as the food, clothing and fuel
which these war-torn countries
need so badly is a market for
their exports.
We are now the only country
in the world with sufficient resources to offer Europe these necessities,
without
which, says
Mrs. Woodhouse,
the continent
will have to resort to national socialism to exist. From her observations in traveling through England, France, Denmark and Sweden, she concluded that this is indeed one world, most of which is
looking to us for the realization
of an economically
sound and
peaceful world.
England liard IIit
England bears the scars of her
bitter struggle, said the Congress.
woman. While the country gives
one the impression of being rebuilt, many of the suburbs are
still mere shells. The homes that
are still standing
are without
warmth, and the families in them
are thinner for the lack of food.
However, there are no complaints
about
shortages,
she asserted.
Mrs. Woodhouse was impressed
by the cheerfulness and quiet behavior which prevailed
despite
such conditions.Although
its leadership
had
changed, the British government
was still maintaining
war-time
controls in an effort to get the
country back on a sound economic basis. She felt there was no
cause for alarm, in the unexpected victory of ,.,the British socialists. Many of me present cabinet members served under the
Churchill government,
Export Market
She was surprised to learn that
no women were being discharged
from the factories in England.
Since there is so much bomb damage to be repaired, there will be
no immediate danger of unemployment, she said. Their problem now is to build up exports. If
Britain cannot export, she cannot
import; if she cannot import she
cannot feed, clothe, or employ
her people. There is no market in
Britain for English goods. Consequently, she is hoping to dftvelop
one here. If we give the British a
loan, says Mrs.' Woodhouse, we
are insuring
our own future,
since England is an important
market for our interests.
Appeal of French Women
She found the conditions in
France much worse, and urged
us to have patience with the
French people, who have seen the
destruction of three republics in
the last two hundred
yea r s.
Among the women of France is
arising a new leadership.
The
women with whom she came in
contact voiced a tragic appeal to
us for assistance. They were very
interested in our system of education and in knowing what to do
with their votes.
Again in Denmark,
she wit·
nessed the same lack of food, fu·
el, and clothing. For five years,
no mills have operated in Den·
mark. If she could get her production started, she would like to
export, but there is no fuel to
transport exports.
see 'woodhouse"-Page
5

---------.-----1
Try-outs for Claudia
To Be Held Thursday
On stage everybody for tryouts at 7 p.m. in the auditorium this Thursday night for
the first Wig and Candle production this season: "Claudia."

Of Cabbages and Things
by Betl8ey McKey '47

Have you eve!" heard the plaintive, "I certainly got stuck with it
this time."? You have-and
it is
not a wail to be lightly dismissed
with a callous, "Tough.
Better
luck next time. That's what you
get for being an eager beaver."
For the above-mentioned
wall
comes invariably from those foor
people who have positions 0 authority in one of the numerous
campus activities--and
just to set
you straight
at the beginning I
want to make it clear that by activities I am not including bridge,
dates, or eating.
It is obvious and unfortunate
that these rare sows really have
good cause for their complaints;
if you have stamina enough just
to look into a few of the activities you will see that all the "activity" of the activity in question
falls to the few who have any interest and consequently
who fill
the positions of authority.
..
Advice
Thus the brunt of responsibility lies solely upon the bending
shoulders of these brave and con
scientious few. They are indeed
"stuck with it" because other of
the public spirited
citizens on
campus prefer to direct their energies to loud condemnations
of
various acttvltles, and prefer the
delivering of empty phrases of
advice to the more prosaic job of
actually carrying' the advice into
effect.
(The catch words of these people, when safely distant from the
immediate possibility of being Inadvertantly drafted into an activity, are, "Why don't they-c-",
"Somebody. should-i-", and, "It's a
shame they haven't-,"
and, if the
prospect of being drafted into an
activity seems unavoidable, "Oh,
I just can't-don't
know a thing
about it!")
Thus it is that the circumstances connected
with various
activities are appalling: letters to
the Editor are, more often than
not, written by the Editor; ereative talent, particularly
in the
field of art, hides behind a neat
facade of, "I really don't have the
right size brush," or, "Sorry, I'm

painting my bookcase this afternoon;"
and sports
enthusiasm
takes the form of sprinting to the
busses or grabbing a seat on the
New York train.
There seems to be no very clear
reason for this lack of-interest
seems, perhaps,
a rather
cruel
term-let's
say participation,
for
certainty
there is no dearth of
free time: the Snack Bar is always filled, the cards are always
in use, and the mirrors show constant refieetions of new hairdos
and calomined countenances.
Nor is there a limited range of
campus activities-it
is unnecessary, of course, to enumerate all
the possibilities
open to people
with diverse interests:
there are
chances for music, drama, literature, sports, and, for the wouldbe executives,
positions on the
business end of almost all the organizations. There is, in fact, a
type of activity to suit anyone
daring and foolhardy enough to
want to be active.
Yet in spite of this the hardy
souls still wail, "I'm- stuck."-a
queer thing to say, isn't it?

Hallowe~en Goblins
To Descend Oct. 31
For One Day Visit

by Rhoda Meltzer '49
Don't be surprised at what you
see on the Connecticut
college
campus
on October 31. There
won't be masquerades or bonfires,
but there will be a more traditional aspect of Hallowe'en-e-goblins. Don't scoff, people, there will
be goblins. The CC News has received private information
from
a ,special goblin friend of one of
the staff members.
Here's all the "low-down" on
what's going to happen.
About
3:00 a.m. on October 31, seven
hundred and fifty goblins are going to get off the Mohegan Avenue bus and find their way to the
dorms. When they arrive at their
respective houses, the head goblins j those who have visited C.C.
for over ten years) will give each
goblin his victim---oops, student.
The goblins will sit on the window sill and wait until the girls
awaken.
Those goblins with ten years
training will be on senior window
The importance
of being wor- sills; those with five years of exthy of one's vocation as a Chris- perience will be found in junior
tian was stressed by Dr. Edmond dorms; those with three years
West, Canon of St. John the DI- will go to sophomore houses; and
vine church in New York city, the novice goblins will be given to
who spoke at vespers on Sunday freshmen.
evening, October 21, at 7 :00. Dr. Goblin Escorts
,
West cited the Beatitudes as the
Each goblin will accompany his
only true laws for Christians.
student to breakfast, and will exLiving a life of humility, meek- peet to be fed. If you can't get
ness and pureness of heart is the seconds on food, please rememonly way to become a real Chris- ber to share your first portion
with your goblin. Students will be
tian, he stated.
Dr. West went on to say that in escorted to all their classes by
the history of Christianity
there their goblins.
Should you be doubtful about /"
have been very few who have
an answer,
and that wavering
been worthy of their Christian
"Should I, or shouldn't I" overvocation, and these have been powers you, your goblin will poke
hated and destroyed because they you in the ribs if you are correct,
have seemed different. He pointed so that your arm will shoot up in
out that the reason for their dif- the air and you will be called on.
ference was their conformity
to If you are incorrect, your goblin
the rules of Christianity. To illus- will probably utter some voo-doo
if translated
trate his statement, he mentioned negative, which
St. Paul, Steven Langdon,
St. would mean, "Don't make a fool
Francis, Joan of Arc and a few of yourself!"
If you have gym on WedneS*
other true Christian martyrs.
day, you'll have a lot of funGenuine C,hristians, Dr. West the goblins are wonderful hockey
pointed out, never seem to take players. If you don't get in their
this world very seriously. They way or play too hard, you'll flnd
are criticized by cynics for being them invaluable aids.
Here let the staff add a word of
foolishly optimistic in the face of
danger; for never being satisfied; caution. Don't make any dates
and for advocating better living for Hallowe'en. That old "three's
conditions and such reforms as a crowd" adage holds too well in
the case of goblins. They have an
the abolition of slavery, and uni- old trick of flirting with your
versal suffrage. In summary, Dr. dates, making him spend all his
West said, "The Chrfstian
who money, and keeping you out one
seems to care nothing for the minute after the hour you are
world does the most for the world supposed to return.
B):' 11 p.m., the goblins will
good."
Dr. West concluded by saying probably start to leave (they will
that the Christian vocation is a undoubtedly want to hear Nathan
Milstein's concert first). At 11 :15,
personal matter. Only by accept· they will meet in front of Faning its responsibilities
can anyone ning, and take a tm down to the 1
hope to be accepted in the House station, from where they will be
of God as a true Christain.
off on another assignment.

Dr. West Stresses
Christian Virtues
As Code of Living

,
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Black Market
Rates Paid at
Stamp Auction

GYMANGL~S
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Turner-s

Flower· Shop

Incorporated
27 Main St., New London

spite of the mines, the people
1II
till d the soil and tried to revive
by Nancy Blades' 47
thee earth. They lived in caves and
Specialize in
in the woods: 'Their courage was
Corsages - Fall Decorations
close to herOIsm.
_
by Babs Giraud '47
In, March, 1945, after four. and
___
"Now, I've seen everything!" a half months of fightmg, GUIderR
IF
Sh
It looks as if my prayer i.J;I last to attend, the merrier the party When
the astounded
observer kirch was liberated by the Amerega ur
op
week's column was answered be- will be. So let's all join the crowd who uttered this classic remark
Relining. Repairing
.. cause we have been having beau- for a good time during the com- entered Harkness living room Oc- icans. Four days after it had been Remodeling,
freed
the village opened Its
New coats madt'l to YOur tneasur
tiful weather in which to indulge ing year.
the new
ments-Cleamng
and GlaZinge.
.
tober 15, she wasn't far from the scho~l. Even, th?ugh
in all our various sports.
MISS Barre,
had
~ 33 Main Street
During the past two weeks. the truth. Woolworth's couldn't have headmistress,
One of the most popular. but gym classes have been ncmjnat- exhibited a more heterogeneous come from a destroye~ CIty her- STORAGE
! Phone 67'"
least publicized, is Connecticut ing a~d electing sport heads. display of articles
than that self she was overcome at the
College Outing club (abbreviated
whose Job It IS to arrange games which Harkness did. Strewn over sight of Guiderkirch.
That same day. th,e.children beto C.C.O.C.). Judging1Jy the turn- and tournaments ~or th7 fall sea- the piano in casual fashion were
tween the ages of SIX and fourout in the past two weeks for this son. The following girls have over 100 objects-sweaters,
OUo Aimeui
bub- teen began to clear away the htclub's various activities. the or- been elected s~orts heads: Mary hIe bath, popcorn, bedspreads, ter in the school. The next day
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
ganization is headed for a bang- Van Nostrand ~7, a~chery, Mary record albums, ration points, and the mayor sent six workmen over
Tailor
up year. Two weeks ago the club Eleanor
Frenmng
47, hockey; wave set were a few of the many to help them. They all worked far
sponsered
a hike around
the Terry
into the night. In three days,
Farnsworth
'47, soccer; treasures.
Specializing in
nearby area. In spite of threaten- Janet
Wakefield '48, speedball';
The curious observer may have classes began. Miss Barre was
Ladies' Taller-mads Dresses
ing weather there was a great and Betty yvarnken '48. ten.nis. ventured to guess that this was overwhelmed with emotion ,:s she
Coats and Suits
watched
the
faces
of
the
children
CrOWd of girls to enjoy the hike Congratulations
to these gtrjs. the new collection for the forgotMade to Order.
as
they
listened
to
the
classes
all over the arboretum. Last Sat- W,e know that an exciting season ten. unfed, unhoused Bulgarians
spoken in French, the first they
Fur
Remodeling
a Specialty
urday afternoon the girls had a WIll be planned. Keep your eyes or Czechoslovakians.
Upon fur- had heard for four years. She
real treat in store for them as a on the lookout for an Ir:tportant ther investigation.
Over
Kresge'S
25c
Store
however, it taught them a song, "Beautiful
hike was planned to Lantern Hill. announcement
86 State Street
co ncer-nm g the was discovered that aa auction France" and for days she heard
Phone 7395
The method of transportation
fall sports plans.
sale was to be held. As a part of it sung',in the streets, in the classas far as Lantern
Hill was by
the current bond campaign, this room, and in the fields. They sang
truck. The rest of the way was
plan was tried out in Harkness. the words from the bottom of
their hearts.
traversed by foot, There were so
Goods were donated by the inThe money sent by the ~ar
many girls going that two truckhabitants, and these goods were Service committee
was raised
loads were necessary.
then sold on a novel basis. Buyers through a jazz concert, selling
received both their purchases and papers, and a donation from the
But this does not mean that
128 State Street
war stamps to the amount of Community chest. But that was
more members are cnot needed.
their
purchase.
This
was
certainlast
June.
That
money
has
been
The club welcomes new members
An autumn music festival' of
Featuring ...
used to buy equipment for the
at any time.
is planning chamber music will be presented ly bargain night at Harknessactivities for the entire college by the Kroll String Quartet, for- surpassing both Macy's basement school that the town couldn't afCampus Casuals
year so the more that there are merly known as the Coolidge fire sale, and the cutrate drugs' fohI or found impossible to get;
to purchase materials
to make
in
our sportswear dept.
three
soaps
for
a
quarter
deal.
String Quartet,
in a series of
furniture
and clothing and garthree concerts to be given in Pal- Itobtnson is Ahctioneer
dening tools, so the children could
EXCLUSIVE WITH US
mer auditorium
on the evenings
"Sold to the lady in the blue learn to raise food for their starvSHAGGY
Meet at .•.
of Monday, November 5, Wednes- jeans"~"And
now-folks we have ing country-men. The Community
SHETLAND SWEATERS
day, November 7, and -wednes- a useful little Cornell pin-so
chest will be starting a drive in
day, November 14, at 8:30 p.m.
step right up." With these and
November
to raise,
money ~~;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;~
children's
relief; more
so rememThe program
on November
5 similar phrases, bidding was fa'st for
For Real Italian Spaghetti
will include Brahms, Op. 51, No. and competition was great. Pat ber when you are called upon to
1; Haydn,
Lark Quarter;
and Robinson '47, auctioneer, had dif- contribute, that we here at Conand Ravioli
Beethoven, Op. 59, No. 3. The pro- ficulty in keeping a semblance of necticut still have a beautiful
Hughie Devlin's
order, for as prices soared to school that has remained
ungram for the second concert will black market
BIRTHDAY CAKES
levels.
bidders
harmed through the war years.
Ringside
Restaurant
consist
of Beethoven,
Op. 95, fought over the goods.
We can go on as we always have.
ON REQUEST
169
"Bank
Street
Hindemith, No.3, and Mozart. C
they are
Hungry females. forgetting di- But in Gulderktrch,
major,
K.
465.
Beethoven,
Op.
18,
building
all
over
again,
and
they
ets
and
Snack
Bar
prices,
paid
NOW
SERVING
52 Truman Street
No.4;
Ravel, F major;
and $1.00 for cokes, fifty cents for a are turning to us. asking for help.
Phone 5805
Charcoal Broiled
Brahms, Piano QUintet, F minor chocolate bar, and fifty cents for
will be played at the last concert gum. Girls in the market for
Perry
&
Stone
• Steaks
more durable goods bought Dol
on November 14.
Jewelers Since 1865
• Chops
Tickets are now on sale, and phins and a Cornell pin.
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS
• Chicken
they may be ordered by writing Size Seven!
NOVELTJES
...LOBSTER AND SEA FOOD
to the department of music. ConVarsity
One bidder, eager to get into
Watch and Jewelry Repair
OF ALL KINDS
necticut college; by phoning New the spirit of things, bid 25 cents
State Street
London 3391; or by leaving an or- for a pair of sllppers-i-size 7"But they're not
der and the money in Mr. Quim- and remarked,
by's box in theInformation office my size." Not to be outdone, anfrom'
other girl said 50 cents, and they
in Fanning.
'j
Single
tickets
are $.90 and are not my size either." All's well
that ends well, however, and the
$1.20, and tickets for the series girl with the 7 foot was finally
Prompt D~livery
are $2.00 and/$3.00. The tax is in· the winner.
J
fiFTH AVENUE
cluded in these prices. Iruiividual
NEW YORK
The Coast Guard academy was
104 State Street
seats will not be reserved. but the also represented
in the auction
more expensive
tickets will be by one of those stylish middy
Phone 5800'
seats in the center front sections blouses. Despite a name printed
of the orchestra and balcony. and on the front of the blouse which
the less expensive for all other marred the beauty of the outfit,
it was considered a good buy, for
seats.
it was just the thing for the physiology lab.
And thus, with her ·tal~n-t for
injecting humor and spirit into
The Modern Corsetry
an occasion, Pat Robinson, suc243 State Street
(Continued
from Pa.e:e Three)
cessfully sold all the many articles.
New London, Conn.
The success of the evening was
Vassarette Girdles - Formfit
to use force to prevent armed apparent in the faces of the buyFlexees - Holywood Bras clashes between member nations. ers as they gleefully filled their
books
and
eagerly
Vanity Fair Lingerie - SeamThe latter,
however. would be stamp
their newly acquired
prufe Slips - Kaymore Robes
able to work towards the positive munched
candy bars. Success was also apTommies' - Pajamas
Joan
improvement of mankind since it parent from the face of Larry
Kenley Blouses Suits
would have direct control over in- Pimm '47, chairman of the War
Skirts - Sweaters
dividuals throughout the world.
Bond committee •. as. she happily
Dr. Dilley stressed the urgent counted out over $90 and noted a
necessity for us to insist that our great depletion in her supply of
leaders
immediately
work
to- war stamps.
This type of auction }Vill probwards building a world govern·
be held in other flOuses on
ment, for if we do not, the great ably
campus. so bring out that halI
power which the world now owns filled stamp book, start rummagwill not improve, but will destroy, ing in that bureau drawer, and
WELCOME
mankind.
"step right up folKS."
""1
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String Quartet To
Present Programs
Of Chamher Mus~c

The Style Shop

c.c.a.c.

Dante's

Flowers

Fisher's

B. ALTMAN

&

£0.

Victoria Shoppe

Dilley

N. J. Gorra & Bro.

r

STUDENTSl

Complete line 6f
Sportswear
Dresses
Suits
Sweaters
Skirts
Lingerie

I

BRAEMAR
Sweaters and Skirts
Exclusive With Us
Charge

Accounts

Welcome

National Bank of Commerce
Established

New London,

1852

Conn~cticut

with packs of dashing winter smartness in
clothes and bugasnug accessories-plus

a

sJeighaload of gift ideas. See them in our

Ask for
Special Check Book for College Students

showing ot.
The Jordan~8
Monda.)·~
Tuesday and Wednesday

Membl}r Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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Daznod 'From New Orleans Is
Latest Addition to Windham
b Betty Reiffel '46

finally became his habitat and

YDaZZYarrived just one week
o tonight at 9 :30 via special de~g
all the way from New Or~~
''To Miss Minette
Goldsmith" was th.e 3:ddre~s on the
bOX which said m big letters,
'f}llS BOX CONTAINS LIVE
BABY ALLIGATOR, and the new
rival captured
his mistress'
~art the I?inute. he wiggled his
Oashily striped tail.
Dazzy, it must be explained,
has an impressive
and esoteric
etymology. It seems that he who
had the novel idea of Dazzy as a
college ,girl's pet is one Don
deck. In appreciation and due respect to" the sender, .Minette took
the first three letters
of Den'sfirst and last names and turned
them backwards~ Result: Daznod,
or Dazzy among his friends.
When Dazzy first arrived, Miss
Case the night clerk in Windham: was pardonably
skeptical.
However, Miss Desmond,
the
housefellow, was quite intrigued
with him and Dazzy was saved
from further travels. Of course,
his needs had to be. considered. as
soon as he had finished creating
an uproar on the first floor, especially among. the barefooted
~nlors. That night, Dazzy slept
ill the bathtub
WIth a blue towel
as "land." .
When, Minette,
a freshman,
asked hopefully at ~?e ten cent
store the next day, Pardon me,
~a~r., what caul? I keep a. tu~tle
m .. ' she was given an easily rma g in e d look
and
retreated
abashed. A large round wash tub

za-

Stardust in
your rrBonnet"~
We mean "captured stardust"
or Roger&Galiet

dry perfume.

Just put some of this pow~
dered perfume between two
thin layers of cotton and actually tuck it in your"bonnet".
It's the cutest surest way of keeping
your favorite Roger & Gallet: scent
with you all the time. Your hair will
be fragrant with "captured stardust."
Six exciting scents
.-. NiQhtof Delight
.. Fleurs d' Amour .•
81 ueCa rn"tion ..

Jade. .. Sand"lwood
and Violet±e, priced
et $1.25.

ROGER & GALLET
§
;;;

such comforts as sand, water, and
a broad, fiat rock were introduced
to make Dazzy a happy and cantented little alligator.
Conscientious
Minette
soon
went about securing chow and
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Gold Braid at Sub
Base Dazzles CC
Reception Belles

l\olcDonougb '46
Seventeen thirty to nineteen
hundred? It sounds like a course
in modern history, but don't be
misled. It's much more Interesting than that, lor that is Navy
following the directions that ac: version of time, and it referred to
com~anied Daznod, fish was the the hours of the Sub Base recepfir:st Item on her shopping list. By tion for the returned underseas
mistake, the fish got left in the raiders, a reception to which sevsun and an undeniable stench per. enteen Connecticut college girls
meated the nail. But Dazzy does were privileged to go. And it was
not like fish and refuses turtle quite a reception!
fC?od. He includes insects In his
Promptly at 1700, five o'clock
the Imposing
dle~ and considers ladybugs a real to the uninitiated,
delIcacy: Scraps
of meat are grey bus drove up to the door of
tucked Into a napkin at supper Windham house, and, after some
~nd the ?ashful ~1igator won't confusion and much counting of
indulge hIS appetite until every noses, the girls mounted their
chariot and set forth. The first
body's out of sight. Shrimps are discovery they made was that
to?e the. next attempt at a menu Navy buses are built for service
WhICh WIll appeal to Dazzy, and and not for comfort, but most of
tomorrow comes the big test of them were too deeply engrossed
of what was to
whether he will approve. The 10- in anticipation
.cal pet shop w~sn't much help in come to be much bothered by this
the ~ood sltuat~on, having had no inconvenience.
previous experience with baby al- Gold Braid Galore
llgators.
.
Once the group arrived at the
Many-sided
Character
Officers' club they were due for
The glittering
Sir Daznod has a definite per- quite a surprise.
of Connecticut's
finest
sonaltty, too! And according to beauty
obscured by a much brighter
the diverse opinions of Minette's was
light. When the eyes of the gHest.
Windham
friends,
Helen May became accustomed to the glare,
Knafel '49, Liz Ramsden '49, and they discovered that the source
Georgia Gerwig '49 he exhibits a was a tremendous
quantity
of
many-sided character that keeps gold braid, One girl remarked up'em all guessing who's his favor- on returning that she iliad met no
'Twas
~te. From all reliable reports, he less than four Admirals.
IS by turn dominating, passive, indeed a distinguished company!
The drab blue of almost every
aloof, homesick,
shy, demure, uniform was brightened by rows
stubborn, and a Sissy. On top of of "fruit salad," Navy lingo for
all this, Dazzy reputedly runs the the variegated overseas ribbons.
place and knows it!
There was a story behind each
~ Minette, who admits she talks and everyone of them.
After a few confused and conbaby talk to Dazzy, was informed
that the alligator is the only in- fusing opening minutes, during
stinctively man-eating animal. So which the girls discovered that
the men weren't quite used to clvfar he has failed to dampen Min- ilization and parlor conversation
ette's first love, Mitzi, a mixture yet, the party got well under way.
of toy terrier, fox terrier, rat ter- Some of the girls learned the in·
rier, and chihuahua back home in tricacies of submarines and how
a peri·
Cincinnati, who as yet holds top Tokyo looked' through
scope, while others followed light·
rank in her heart.
Among Dazzy's pet peeves are er topics of conversation. All of
thoie present were not so fortun·
women and a red ribbon leash. ate as to be introduced to Admir.,Minette dressed him· up in one als, but, generally
speaking,
a
with the other end tied to a tree good time was had by all, and the
by ligh t of the
so he could ge.t some exercise. girls returned
Dazzy, however, didn't seem to moon, tired, but happy and with
to tell
appredate "it and did a mule act. lots of little anecdotes
What he does like best is the con- their friends.
venient little ledge right across
from Minette's room where he
suns himself every afternoon.
<Continued from Page One)
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In Sweden, Mrs. Woodhouse
was astonished at the knowledge
of American ways and people.
She pointed out that many of our
economic and social ideas have
come from Sweden. Her labor relations are well handled and are
without
interference
from the
government.
Each of these countries wants
to be democratic and have free
enterprise, Mrs. Woodhouse said,
yet everything depends on us. If
we have a depression or ·unemployment, their future is going to
be directly affected. We are reo
garded as- the world's greatest
power.
The Congresswoman
voiced the hope that we will use
that power 'for the good of all
men. She concluded by saying
that we can be the determining
factor in the effort to achieve last·
ing peace. The choice is ours; the
hour of decision is at hand.

SPORTING GOODS

time of the Crimean war (185455), Not far from its bastions the
famous Charge of the Light Bri·
gade, which was described in Tennyson's poem, took place .
Tolstoy, as a young lieutenant,
served there as an artillery officer and perpetuated for posterity,
its defenders, in his "Sevastopol
Stories." True to its history and
tradition, Sevastopol again in this
war stood firm against superior
forces, suffered famine and priva·
tions almost beyond human en·
durance,
and surrendered
only
after nine months, although it far
from rated as a modern fortress.
This movie, of a great event in
history, and of a great nation,
promises to be more than inter4
esting. It should be a, great experience for all.

Fashion Up~t~-Date Hardware

Cor. State and N. Bank

.

.

Store

Pbone 5361

A small, wiry gentleman with a
whimsical, alert expression-that
is Walter Mack, officially called
janitor, but in reality the mainstay and inspiration
01 all East
house.
Walter came to C.C. in 1940'
from his home in Massachusetts,
and in this short time his reputation as a grand guy has been well
established.
One reason for his
popularity
is that he is always
willing to do his utmost to make
the girls comfortable and happy.
Not only does he perform the
necessary
actions
of restoring
some semblance
of order and
cleanliness to the chaos of a college dorm, but he acts as critic
and inspiration
of would-be creative artists.
If Walter knows what a picture
is supposed to be, the art student
is almost sure to get a good
grade. He is a wonderful "calmerdowner" before an exam and a

preferring
non-fiction to fiction.
He is a lover of nature and many
a sunny afternoon has seen him
tramping
over the Connecticut
countryside.
For entertainment
he likes a good vaudeville show
or a bit of dancing with his pretty wire, Lucille.
As for his aspiration-Walter
welcomes the coming of peace as
an opportunity
to devote more
time to community welfare work.
We know he will do big things
for New London.

sympathetic "cheerer-upper" arter the exam. Sometimes he acts

Fellman & Clark

YELLOW CAB
PHONE 4321

FLOWERS
Bouquets

and Corsages

as mediator when a "profound"
Florists
discussion gets hectic and gener168 State St., New London
aUy comes through with the an- --------------.
swer to the problem in question.
Telephone
2-2019
While he is friendly, he is quiet
and reserved and, above all, patient. He will stand by and see his
Red Rose
clean floors get covered up with
Restaurant
papers, paints, and cigarette butts
James Wong, Mgr.
and smilingly come to the rescue
when some feather-brain
has left
Chinese and American
the water running in the pantry
Cooking
and started a minor flood.
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Extra Curricular

FLYING
for

PILOTS AND WOULD.BE PILOTS

'10 hr. Dual Instruction
57, hr. Solo Flights

T.·aining at Special Rates

•

Agent. for Mark ~ro ••
Glove.
Handbag.
Small Leather

Waterford
Good.

See our variety of laundry
cases for mailing

.

Marvel Shop

or

Your
Gift Headquarters

•

Understanding
Attitude
The Eating Place of
Pleasant !\[emory
He says he likes working in a
freshman
dorm because he gets
14 Maln se, New London
to meet more girls, and because
."."" " ,,,,.,,, ,,,,,.,, ,, ,,,,
,,,,., ,.,,, .:
they are so interesting. By "interesting" he means that they have
not reached the blase stage of upperclassmen.
Their silly tricks
and antics never fail to put the
old twinkle in lUs eye. With silent
merriment he recalls the girl' whQ
129 State Street
used to take rides on his vacuum
cleaner. But Walter never forgets
•
an old friend. Even the most dig.. Silk Underwear
nified senior gets a friendly "hi"
from him.
• Kay.er Ho.e
Walter's
natural
reserve
prevents him from talking
about
• Negligee.
himself. We know, however, that
his main hobby is reading. He
keeps up with the best sellers,
:, ""'""",,,,,,, ,,,,"'''',,,,,, ''',,,
''' ,]

Kaplan Luggage-·Shop Complete Courses in Pilot

•
•
•
The Old

MR. WALT~R MACK

by June Wllllams '47

Make

SECOND FLOOR

The G. M. Williams Co.

Profiles

by Janet

Russian Movie

(Continued from
"
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Airport

Transportation Arranged
OBTAIN INFORMATlOr

FROM DEAN BURDICK

•

Page Six

Caught on Campus
Dean Burdick gave her 4:20
freshman
hygiene class' a very
wise piece of advice last Wednesday afternoon. The Dean warned
the girls of the indiscretion
of
their calling her on Saturday to
ask twelve o'clock permission for
the Coast Guard dance Saturday
night. "But, Miss Burdick," the
Dean quoted, "I've only just been
asked!" And Dean -Burdlck's answer: "Now, how many has he
called before he resorted to you?"

• • •
CC girls have finally found a
novel way of spending dateless
Saturday nights. Instead of the
usual try-to-do homework
or
weep-on-shoulder
evenings,
the
girls are now blowing bubbles.
Probably inspired bya recent feature in Life magazine,
bubbleblowing has eve~ reached the faculty. At one of his botany lectures, Professor
Goodwin blew
bubbles to demonstrate
the volume of a cell. So, if you now see
pastel bubbles floating over the
campus or suspended on nothing,
don't be alarmed. It's the thing to

do.

•

• • •

It had been a long day by the
time the girls returned from the
Sub Base reception, and that fact
may explain some of the ensuing
confusion. One of the girls re-

The following is taken from a
questionnaire
submitted to sev.en·
ty major corporations
employing
college graduates by Frank S., Endicott, of Northwestern
univer-

sity.

-------Mallove's

Two weeks ago News printed
the first two questions and an- Answers
d
swers. This week, we are giving
Only 20 per cent of the respon -

you what employers say about ents indicated that high marks
specialized

courses,

high

marks,

and personal characteristics.

Would you prefer graduates
with
more
specialized
courses
than the typical student has tak• •
en, or do you feel that a broader
Many are the merry mix-ups and more general education is dethat occur midst the putting out sirable?
of the mail. The three Millers The Answers
who occupy one box never do
For technical employees, engiseem to get the right billet-deux,
neers,
metallurgists,
we prefer
and Barbara,
Elaine, and Euthat the graduate
would have
genia spend many moments chasing around campus after each taken as many specialized courses
fi Id
e .
exchanging
letters.
Even as possible in his particular
Other
For non-technical or semi-technimore confused are the two Nancy cal positions, sales, credit, we f ee I
Noyes, one '47 and the other '49. that it is desirable for the graduAnd then one day a letter arrived ate to have had a broad .educain the post office from some serv- tlon.
ice man with an obviously bad
We are primarily interested in
memory
for names
who
ad- people well rounded in fundadressed his correspondence
simply to "Minnie." Oh, who is Min- nle: where is she?

•

were essential,

especially

f?~re-

Record Department

search and technical positlons.

74 STATE STREET

Most of the others jndlcated that
marks alone were not given spe-

We carry the ve!y latest classical
and popular VIctor. COlumbia
Decca, Capttol, Sonora and '
- Okeh records

cial consideration. One large corporation replied as follows:
We give no preference to high
marks alone. We prefer ~t~dents
who are all-atound md~V1duals,
who have attained maturity, who
.
' and
possess
work experIence,
th
I
who have adapted
erose ve s to
.'
industry
practical situations mI
..
High marks are no t a Iwa ys lndic lth
gh
there
ative of abilities, a ou
is some correlation.
, .
Personality is generally. recognized as important, but thl~ term
is too broad to be meamngful.
Can you list some specific personal characteristics
which are con-

1'~:::::'~:':::~===~=-~==~=-

For 'Drug Store Needs
Elizabeth Arden
Lentheric - Yardley's
Dorothy Grey - Max Factor.
Cosmetics

The
Nichols & Harris Co,
119 State St.
Phone 3857

-~~~::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-:=!

Married
<Continued from .Page Oue)

1915

1192

The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial

Depts.

158 YEARS OF SERVICE

Now thru TUESDAY
It's Terrtflc . _ _

"MILDRED PIERCE"
StarrIng JOAN CRAWFORD
Wed..C·---,---

.-----Startlng

Hedy Lamarr; Robert Walker
"HER lUGHNESS AND
THE COWBOY"
Co·H1t "BEWITCHED"

THURSDAY -

SATURDAY

Danny Kaye in
"WONDER MAN"
SUNDAY -

•

turned, quite happy with the results of the afternoon and evening, but a little confused. When
asked if she was going out with
her date again
she answered
plaintively, "Well, he said he had
to take the submarine to Albany
for Navy Day ....
Can you get a
sub all the way up to Albany-"
The answer to that of course is
that it depends on whether it is
Albany, New York, or Albany,
Georgia.

Employers Prefer
AJl.ROlmd Women
Of Wide Training

FOR A WEEK

New England Premier
"ENCHANTED FOREST"
with
BRENDA JOYCE
EDl\UThi'D

LOWE

LAUNDRY
BY MRS. JOHNSON

Collected Monday, 7 :30
Retnrned 'on Friday
Now Have

Plenty

of Help!

~

Put your name, house and Itst
or clothes on laundry

,

STARR

Hartford.
Hubby Edlin, a graduate lawyer, is now in Texas,
where Miriam will join him after
.she gets her big fat diploma in
February.
Armen
Frank
(Sue White's
husband)
came into New York
saturday
on his ship, the Boise,
and another C.C. bride tripped off
to the metropolis.
Sue plans to
finish school.
'
Sara Levenson met her Guy
(Guy Best) at the Sub Base. Sara
has just returned
from Seattle,
Washington,
and plans to finish
school.
Met at Dance .
Louisa
Angus
met
"Pinky"
(Ralph Grosjean)
at- a college'
dance freshman year. Pinky is in
Hollandla, New Guinea, at present, and is expected home this
spring or summer.
Amy Yale and her husband,
Don Yarrow, have an apartment
on Huntington
Avenue in New
London. While Don works on his
photography,
Amy is busy dayhopping at C.C., anything from
scrambling eggs to. whipping up
silver chloride in the chern. lab.,
is in a day's work for the Mrs.
Yarrow.
'
The Seehorns

Neil- Seehorn
(better half of
yours truly) is on Leyte now,
dr-iving sharp bargains with the
natives and accumulating a small
fortune for wifey and himself.
Future
plans are mere wishful
thinking-probable
return
this
summer, and then long gruelling
years of life with the regular
Coasties-oh!
to be a perfect
service wife.
So .there it is! The trials and
consolations
of murmuring
the
fatal "I do_~'So little "Mrs.", when
your fickle friends are beating
out on the piano, "Some day he'll
come along," you-weary
old matron that you are-sneak
off to a
lonely corner for a quick airmail
letter to your Mr.

BROS •., IN~.

The College.-Girls' Drug Store Since Its Foundation

Where you always find al" your
college needs at low prices·
noml

DELIVERY EVERY DAY

PHOTO DEVELOPING AND PRINTING CALLED FOR
I

MILDER

.•

q
BETTER
~
•

•

-TASTING

. ... COOLER

If you're coming to see me
tonight don't forget your AB C's
for more smoking pleasure. You
know, A-ALWAYS
MILDER. BBETTER TASTING and C-COOLER
SMOKING.

Chesterfield's Right Combina• .-'
tion ..• World's Best Tobaccos
gives you ALL the benefits of
smoking pleasure.

